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Quiz time: take the test

In this unit you will learn:
- about restaurant equipment and kitchen areas
- meet the restaurant staff
- vocabulary related to menus
- about the chef’s uniform and cookware
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UNIT 2.1
A Look inside the Restaurant

 The commercial kitchen
 Workflow
 Cookware

1

Lead-in activity: listen to the following song and answer the questions below.
The Fat Boys - All You Can Eat

-

Which foods are named in the song?

-

What sort of food do you like?

-

Do you know an all-you-can –eat restaurant?

-

Which foods does it serve?
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Reading part:

Let’s enter the kitchen

While running a restaurant is more than just serving food, but the serving of food remains the 1st priority on the restaurant’s mission list.
Therefore the kitchen must be designed to function efficiently.
Here are some recommendations for designing a good kitchen layout:
-

Separate your kitchen activities into self-contained work-areas.

-

For example; in the cook-line: frying stations, cooking stations, grill stations, cold food stations, dish-up areas and preparation stations,
storage areas, dish-wash stations, cleaning stations and etc. make sure that ingredients, tools, equipment, supplies and preserving storage
are within easy reach in the kitchen.

-

Locate these work areas with reasoning.
Think about how each station relate and connect with each other, keeping in mind the steps of food prepping and making.
Imagine if you are the staff and the chef, visualize how they work together as a team.

-

Create L-shape or triangle shape work stations. L-shape or triangle shape layouts give quick access to prep tables, sinks and cooking
equipment. Place the cook-line and dish up area closer to the dining room to shorten the delivery route.

Allow adequate aisles and open space. People need to pass, carts need to be rolled, shelving moved, large buckets wheeled and tray lifted. Once
you understand the flow of your space, you can decide which equipment will suit your space without sacrificing efficiency.
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Look at the kitchen design and match the kitchen areas with their uses

1.The main kitchen is….

a) where the equipment and non perishable Goods are stored.

2. The cold preparation section is…..

b) where dishes, pots and pans are washed and stored

3. The service area is……

c) where hot food is prepared

4. The cold storage room is…

d) where orders are placed and waiting staff collect food

5. The storeroom is…..

e) where perishable goods are stored

6. The dishwashing area is…..

f) where raw ingredients are prepared
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Complete the conversation between a restaurant manager and a head chef about a

kitchen design with the information from the box.
Then read and check your answers.
All sounds good – can go – could be – do you agree- do you think- I do- I don’t like to- I suggest –
Should be – They need to be – what about- have you got.
M: What idea__________ for the kitchen design, chef?
H.C: Well, the new menu isn’t too big or complicated, so_________ a sample linear design.
M: where _____________the storage areas should be?
H.C. The cold storage __________
next to the storeroom at the back of the kitchen.
M: ok, but _________quite small, because there isn’t a lot of space back there!
H.C: That’s fine__________ have too many goods in storage.
M___________ the main kitchen and the dishwashing area?
H.C: well, the main kitchen ___________ directly in front of the cold preparation area, which should be
behind the service area so we get hot dishes out quickly to the serving staff. _________ ?
M: Yes, _____
H.C. : And the dishwashing area _________ either to the left pr the right side of the main kitchen so that
dirty dishes can come back into the kitchen without getting in the way of the preparation area.
M: Yes, that _____________ to me.
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Reorder the following conversation in a kitchen supply shop.
__ Shop assistant: Certainly! If you’d like to follow me…………
_1___Shop assistant: Hello, can I help you?
____Shop assistant: We’ve got a wide selection of stainless steel cookware, but can I suggest you try our new Teflon range?
__Shop assistant: Well, it’s cheap, non-stick and durable
__ Customer: Ok, can you show me some saucepans and some frying pans?
_____Customer: Thank you.
___Costumer: What’s good about it?
___Customer: Yes, I’m looking for some new stainless steel cookware for our restaurant.
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Game activities: https://quizlet.com/27228425/basic-kitchen-equipment-utensils-flash-cards/

Useful information
 Food preparation appliances: machinery used in the processes of preparing
food for cooking ( such as food blender or a grater)
 Cooking appliances: machines used to cook food (fat fryer, cookers, etc.)
 Refrigeration: appliances such as fridges and icemakers. They preserve food
at low temperature.
 Cookware: items used to contain and cook food like frying pans and
saucepans
 kitchen utensils and cutlery: tools for preparing, serving and eating food,
such as kitchen knives or stirring spoons.
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Write an email ( about 35-45 words) confirming the order from the cookware supplier
Kitchens Direct to the head chef Sam Tarff.
-

Thank the costumer for his order

-

Confirm the order

-

Tell the customer when the delivery date is
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UNIT 2.2
 The restaurant staff

Who’s who

 Uniforms in the kitchen

1

Lead-in activity: guess the job of the people in the following pictures

Answer the following questions
-

Have you ever eaten in an important restaurant?

-

Do you know someone who works as maître d’hôtel

-

Do you know who César Ritz is ? ( you can search answer on the web)
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Reading part: The Restaurant Staff

Read the text and translate the words in bold characters into your language
Apart from the food and beverage manager who runs the restaurant, other members of staff work either in the kitchen, where food preparation
takes place or front-of-house, where food service occurs. Each team varies according to a restaurants size, type of cuisine and service.
Key roles in the kitchen brigade are the head chef, literally head of the kitchen, assisted by a souschef; then come the different chef the partie,
usually responsible for specific food areas or courses, and finally the jouniur chefs called commis. In addition to these skilled kitchen workers
there can also be apprentices and unskilled stuff as dishwashers. Front-of-house there is a similar hierarchy. In important restaurants or hotel
there is a maître d’hotel and next is the head waiter.
The captain, is responsible for one area of the restaurant and supervising the work of two or three waiting staff. Finally, there are the waiters
and waitress and unskilled busboys or busgirls.
Front-of –house staff with specialist roles include host or hostesses, dealing with bookings and meeting and greeting customers, bartenders
who work behind the bar and wine waiters.
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After reading the text complete the following organogram of restaurant staff.

Watch the following video, read the dialogue and then practice it working in pairs – Learning English At The
Restaurant
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The chef’s Uniform. Match these words with the pictures below
1 ____Apron,
A

2_____jacket,
B

3_____shoes,
C

4________toque,
D

5______triangle, 6_______trousers, 7______bandana
E

F

G

5

Translate the following text into your language
Chefs are responsible for preparing meals that are pleasing to the palate and to the eye. They are highly skilled, trained and experienced
members of the kitchen brigade. They create the good or bad reputation of a restaurant and determine whether or not people want to come back
to it or recommend it to friends and families. A good chef needs to be creative, innovative and passionate about the food.
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UNIT 2.3
 Meals and menus

Menu compilation

 Menu planning
 Menu courses sequence

1

Lead-in activity: Join the dots
Reorder the sentence:
not out also for by If
back five, dinner
Questions.
- Where do you usually
have lunch?
- Have you ever tried an
online menu?
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Reading part: designing a menu.
The menu is a very important part of the restaurant work. It should be compiled by a number of people working together in strict collaboration:
the Head Chef, the Maître d’Hotel and the Manager. The result of their work should be a list of dishes forming a well balanced an appetizing
meal, which can be presented in a very simple or rather artistic layout.
There are two major types of menus: table d’hôte , à la carte. In addition there are two minor types: coffee shop menu, carte du jour.
A table d’hôte menu is one offering a fixed price menu with few or no choices. An à la carte menu is a full list of prepared and separately priced
dishes. The carte du jour menu is characterized by the following: individually priced dishes, dishes may change daily or remain for a period of
time. The coffee shop menu is considered the limited form of an a la carte menu. Its characteristics are: dishes prepared with minimum delay,
items ranging from a beverage to a sandwich to a three-course meal, prices normally low.
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Refer to the list of dishes of the Golden Fork menu and fill in the chart according to
food categories.

Vegetables
fennel

Meat
veal

Fish
pike

Aromatic herbs and spices
Pink pepper
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Gastronomic specialties
meatballs

4

Listening: watch the video, then write a menu courses sequence - Basic English vocabulary for restaurants
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Write the name of the food in the boxes below the picture
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REVISION : Test Module
1 Choose the correct answer.
-

Which role has the responsibilities both front-of-house and for the kitchen brigade?

A ) Captain

B) Chef de partie C) Food and beverage manager

- What can a chef wear around his/her neck?
A)an apron B) A toque

-

C) A torchon

D) A triangle

Which of the following is not a kitchen hygiene rule?

A) Don’t shout or sing while working!
B) Don’t transit from dirty to clean areas!
C) Don’t cough or sneeze near food!
D) Don’t carry things in your pockets!
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D) Maitre d’hotel

-

In which kitchen section do you usually store pots and pans?
A) Cold storage room
B) Dishwashing area
C) Main Kitchen
D) Service area

-

Which of the following materials is non-stick?
A) Aluminum
B) Glass
C) Stainless steel
D) Teflon

2 Write the following sentences
1. Tell the commis chef you do not like his soup and suggest he adds salt
2. Ask the commis why she is not wearing her toque and tell her why she must wear it
3. Disagree with the food and beverage manager about where she wants the cold storage rooms and say why
4. Make a suggestion to the head chef about where the dishwashing area should go in the new kitchen and give your reasons
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3. Match the words with their synonyms.
1 beverages

a. accompanient

2 dessert

b. appetizer

3 location

c. drinks

4 side order

d. extra cost

5 starter

e. setting

6 surcharge

f. sweet

4 This is part of a letter you received from an American catering student friend. Now write a letter (about 100 words) to your friend
For my end of year project I have to design a menu, which is suitable for a modern restaurant serving traditional oven-baked pizza to young and
trendy customers. Can you help me think of what kind of menu to design and what features to have on it?

5 Answer these questions
-

Outline the main considerations you would make in devising a restaurant menu

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………........................
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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-

Explain the difference between an à la carte menu and a table d’hôte menu

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………........................
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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